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1. Motivation
- Increasing number of argument annotated corpora.
- Most focus on English texts with explicit argumentative discourse
markers
- persuasive essays, legal documents, etc
- Our works is the ﬁrst Portuguese argument annotation project
focused on opinion articles
- Opinion articles as argumentative text genre
- be free and ﬂuid
- weak argumentative structure
- almost no argumentative discourse markers

2. Corpus

Other Argumentation Corpora
- Persuasive essays [Stab and Gurevych, 2014, 2017]
- Major Claim | Claims | Premises
- Crowdsourced argumentative texts [Peldszus and
Stede, 2016; Skeppstedt et al., 2018]
- TV political debates [Visser et al., 2018]
- Periodic Table of Arguments - Node types: Fact,
Value or Policy

Annotation methodology
Annotation process
(i) ADU detection, (ii) ADU classiﬁcation

- News editorials [Bal and Saint Dizier, 2010; Bal, 2014 ]
- include types of arguments and rhetorical relations,
- [Al-Khatib et al., 2016]
- ADU roles: common ground, assumption, testimony,
statistics, anecdote, or other

Article assignment
- Each article is annotated by three annotators

(iii) relation identiﬁcation, and (iv) relation classiﬁcation
Annotation tool

- 373 opinion articles
- Median of 10 paragraphs and 189 tokens per article

from 8 different topics
- Median number of paragraphs between 9 and 11
- Median number of tokens between 161 and 203.

3. Annotation analysis

- ArgMine (inspired on OVA+)
- annotate text segments as nodes (ADUs) in a graph
with connecting links
- assign types to nodes (propositions of value, fact,
policy)

- Article/topic distribution per annotator

Annotators
- Recruited four native language annotators with a degree
in Language Sciences
- Annotation guidelines (reﬁned with the involvement of
the annotators)

ADUs

Relations
Source and Target types
- Phi-k correlation of 50%
- more relevant in pairs of
ADUs with the same type
of proposition.

Fact - a piece of information whose veracity can often be veriﬁed
Policy - invokes the need to follow a speciﬁc directive or course of
action
Value - judgments or opinions, which may present stances of an
ethical, aesthetic, or political nature

4. Inter-annotator
agreement

ADU detection
Aim: analyze the extent to which annotators agree on the ADUs
included in the text

- IAA metrics show that this is a very challenging task

ADU argumentative roles
Aim: Graph simpliﬁcation analysis focused on ADU roles
(premise or conclusion)

Type and Role
- Phi-k correlation of 55%
- propositions of fact and
premise role
- propositions of value/policy
and conclusion role

ADU classification
Aim: IAA for ADU classiﬁcation based on ADUs identiﬁed by both
annotators

- “Moderate agreement” for the “Global” metric
- Confusion matrix:

Relation identification
Aim: IAA for the connection between ADUs pairs

Graph-based analysis

- high IAA scores → annotators have a shared interpretation of ADU roles
- higher IAA when removing intermediate premises (IP): confusion with
ﬁrst premises and conclusions

- "Original" setup: "fair agreement"
- Graph simpliﬁcation: removing IPs has considerable
impact ("moderate agreement")

5. Conclusions
- consolidated corpus annotated with arguments in Portuguese
opinion articles
- in-depth analysis of different layers of the annotation process
- interpretation and identiﬁcation of token-level arguments is
challenging
- tasks that focus on higher-level components of the argument
structure can obtain considerable agreement

- we release the corpus and corresponding annotations
("perspectivist" approach [Basile et al., 2021])

Future work:
- consolidated corpus can be explored for several NLP tasks
- e.g. argument mining, proposition type classiﬁcation,
sentiment analysis

Aim: Graph-based agreement measure capturing the
semantic similarity between different argument graphs
[Kirschner et al., 2015]

- Annotators tend to agree with the overall structure of the
annotation graph, even though some disagreement is
observed between IPs and conclusion
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